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ITALY: FROM RALPH ALLEN (REPRESENTING THE COMBINED CANADIAN PRESS)

All invasion story preparations for the assault wore carried forth for

ton days in plain view of the Italian mainland and constituted one of the

grossest insults in military history. Day after day invading forces poured along the

narrow coastal roads a few miles from Hitler* s fortress of Europe with the careless

aplomb of beer trucks gathering for an old fashioned lodge picnic. Never has a

presumably first class air power been given such inviting and valuable targets

right, so to speak, on the fringes of its own runways. But in nearly twoweeks of

driving up and down the packed crawling convoys bound for Italy via Sicily, I

never saw a Gorman or Italian plane nor an Allied vehicle that had been hit by one.

Every morning from August 17 until this hot morning on the toe of Italy

I had looked across a stretah of billiard-table sea to the hills of Calabria.

Three days ago I stood above the remains of an ancient Greek theatre in Taormina

and looked down into the water below where two British warships with their little

guarding pack of destroyers stood ten miles off the mainland and pumped shells into

the Italian hills as methodically and undisturbed as though they were arranging

a practise shoot. At one minute intervals fingers of fire from each of the

floating gun emplacements stabbed out with angry fingers of red, forty seconds

later with stop watch precision• sound came back to Sicily in a full-throated roar

of satisfaction. There was no echoing aound from the target area and/our Mitchells

and Spitfires cut through cloudless sky to add their contribution to the barrage
there was still no sign of life across the way except an occasional billow of thin

smoke.

Down the coast in our marshalling areas guns, trucks end beetle-like

amphibious vehicles waiting their turn on the crowded road.-- lay at peace under

the hot sun. They covered acres of the broad Catania plain and the acres over-

flowed to square sections sometimes further than the eye could see. The whole

island was a great armed camp now at rest, now stirring and feeling its way a

few miles further on towards the main objective.

When the vast grinding mass stepped up its tempo and began to move at a

faster gait through these last two days, it was bigger than the biggest parade,

mere complex and miraculous than the most miraculous assembly line, strong as

the pulse of centuries, We knew for sure at last looking at this great land

armada stretching toward the beaches that democracy war loading now even in the

production of efficiency experts.

Coming up to embark yesterday the mood of the assault parties began to

crystallize in sober quiet; confidence that defied analysis of description. Bared

to the waist, infantrymen lolled on their lunching trucks, sleeping, sirring up

every now end then to read magazines or chat with passers-by. Down on the beaches

where their landing craft were gathering, soldiers frolicked in the sea enjoying

their last swim with unrestrained relish* These were fresh eager men superbly

satisfied that their hour had come.
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